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 Arms Control in a Nuclear Armed World?

 By COLIN GRAY

 ABSTRACT: Beyond a continuing effort to inhibit further
 nuclear proliferation, the proper shape and direction of arms
 control policies for a nuclear-armed world are not at all
 apparent. Many of the more popular arms control ideas that
 are discussed in the hypothetical context of a nuclear-armed
 world do not fare well under close critical examination.

 Specifically, the arms control value of attempts by well-
 established nuclear-weapon states at nuclear deemphasis, of
 issuing broad nuclear guarantees of the security of non-
 nuclear states, and of proffering advanced conventional
 weaponry in lieu of nuclear weapons are not viable save
 under very restricted conditions. Probably the most challeng-
 ing arms control question for a nuclear-armed world will
 pertain to the area of nuclear weapon safety. Technical
 assistance to new nuclear-weapon states could greatly
 reduce the risks of accident or the anxieties that must attend
 recognized first-strike vulnerabilities, but such assistance
 would also, unfortunately, remove an important argument
 discouraging proliferation and render a crude capability
 more ready-for a wide variety of possible policy ends. The
 arms control challenge in a nuclear-armed world will be
 a need to accommodate some nuclear use and a readiness
 to exploit the reactions to such use for the end of greater
 international stability.

 Colin Gray is a member of the professional staff of the Hudson Institute. In
 1974-75 he was an Assistant Director of the International Institute for Strategic
 Studies. He is the author of The Soviet-American Arms Race (published by D.C.
 Heath in 1976) and of various articles on strategic weaponry and on arms control.
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 ARMS CONTROL

 THE MANDATE for this article
 presumes a nuclear-armed

 world. Such a world must contain
 many nuclear powers; the precise
 number is not important, what mat-
 ters is the appreciation that this is
 a world considerably different from
 that of 1976, in that 20-plus states
 have acquired nuclear weapons and
 the (minimal, at least) means of
 delivery.

 A major difficulty attendant upon
 an exercise directed toward the
 identification of the role of arms
 control in a nuclear-armed world
 is the near-impossibility of sepa-
 rating the effect of nuclear prolifer-
 ation from other trends. More likely
 than not, trends will function syner-
 gistically. For an obvious example,
 it is not excessively pessimistic to
 foresee a vast increase in the popula-
 tion of less-industrialized countries,
 a substantial shrinkage in the
 amount of food available for export
 from such a critical food-producing
 area as North America (because of
 the growth of the indigenous popu-
 lation and a highly probable deteri-
 oration in climate), and-in part,
 therefore-a rapid increase in the
 number of nuclear-weapon states. In
 the twenty-first century a prime
 motivation pushing a state toward a
 nuclear weapon capability may not
 be a quest for status or even
 security (understood in its standard
 politico-military context), but rather
 a laudable desire to increase its
 international leverage toward the
 end of ensuring an adequate supply
 of calories for a swollen popula-
 tion.

 The food question was cited above
 simply as illustration of the point
 that our comprehension of the nature
 of a nuclear-armed world almost cer-
 tainly is inhibited as much by the
 fact that this world does lie 20, 30
 years or more into the future as by

 the unfamiliar complexity of an
 international system encompassing
 20-plus nuclear-weapon states.

 Despite this, it is necessary to
 specify some minimal assumptions
 concerning the nature of a nuclear-
 armed world. As working hypoth-
 eses, the following premises are
 persuasive to this author:

 1. Power and authority will be
 more fragmented in the interna-
 tional system than is the case in
 the 1970s. But, as rival poles of
 influence and security provision,
 the United States and the Soviet
 Union will continue to far out-
 distance any challengers.

 2. In military terms, the current
 superpowers will far outshadow all
 rivals. There are no shortcuts to
 equal military status-not a nuclear
 strike capability per se, not pre-
 cision-guided munitions (PGMs),
 and certainly not access to Ameri-
 can cruise-missile technology.1

 3. Because of their continuing
 contest for influence, the super-
 powers will impose a minimum of
 order (as often as not through the
 latent threat of the use of force)
 in regions long deemed vital to
 their interests.

 4. But the proliferation of new
 nuclear-weapon states (NNWS)2 will
 cause each superpower to examine

 1. See Alexander R. Vershbow, "The
 Cruise Missile: The End of Arms Control?"
 Foreign Affairs, vol. 55 (October 1976),
 pp. 141-42.

 2. NNWS is employed in the text with
 reference to those states which acquire nu-
 clear weapons after the time of writing
 (October 1976). NNWS is intended to imply
 possession of a nuclear striking force that
 is very unsophisticated by comparison with
 the superpowers (and even the British and
 the French). As a catchall category, NNWS
 does, of course, blur distinctions that could
 be very important. Where important dis-
 tinctions exist, they are made-elsewhere,
 NNWS was found to be useful.
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 very critically the character of its
 interests in each particular foreign
 security connection.

 5. Notwithstanding the contin-
 uing primacy of East-West competi-
 tive interests over nuclear prolifer-
 ation questions for the superpowers,
 there will be general recognition of
 a dictum of state policy which has,
 thus far, not received very explicit
 expression. Precisely, no state
 should be expected to accept re-
 sponsibility for the nuclear actions
 taken by another-unless very close
 prior consultation has occurred (and
 even then some distance might be
 sought).3 The case of an Israel
 facing defeat employing nuclear
 weapons is one possible exception.

 OF RISKS AND COMMITMENTS

 It is improbable that a nuclear-
 armed world will differ dramatically
 from that of the 1970s. The super-
 powers should not be expected to
 eschew alliance with all nuclear-
 armed states, and a general atomiza-
 tion of what occasionally is termed
 international society seems un-
 likely. However, there is a strong
 probability that a heavily nuclear-
 armed world will be subject to
 some nuclear terrorism and will
 witness (but not generally partici-
 pate in) the conduct of nuclear war-
 fare both between and within
 states-on a local level.

 Because of the enhanced nuclear
 risks that the superpowers will run
 as a consequence of distant security
 connections, one should anticipate
 (1) the attenuation and abrogation
 of the more marginal ties; (2) some
 tacit agreement, or at least pro-
 tracted discussion, among the major

 3. This dictum falls well short of the now
 long-standing French proposition that a nu-
 clear-armed world means the end of al-
 liances.

 nuclear powers on the subject of
 nuclear rules of engagement. Both
 of these processes will be affected
 by the continuing competition of
 the superpowers, by the order in
 which proliferation occurs, and by
 the uses (or presumed uses) to which
 Nth countries will put their newly-
 developed nuclear forces.

 The ways in which these forces
 are used could be affected by the
 technical characteristics of NNWS'

 nuclear strike capabilities. In other
 words, while the local presence of
 locally controlled nuclear forces
 should serve to revise upward of-
 ficial definitions of war-worthy
 provocations, both sides to a dispute
 could be acutely aware of the propo-
 sition that "he who does not fire
 first, probably does not fire at all."4
 Following a nuclear first-strike that
 was intelligently executed, many
 countries would not be in a good
 position even to wage sustained con-
 ventional combat.

 Under these circumstances, many
 Western arms control notions will
 not transfer well, if at all, to the
 intellectual frameworks of the of-
 ficials of some NNWS, who may not
 be overly-concerned with what
 Americans and Western Europeans
 mean by order and stability. In-
 deed, one can envisage countries
 perceiving a nuclear arsenal as an
 instrument for the effecting of
 change-for the ends of gain or
 justice (among a host of possibil-
 ities). The extraordinary qualities of
 nuclear weapons that have caused
 the officials of the nuclear-weapon
 states, thus far, to see those weapons
 as offering use options only of last
 resort, may be precisely the qual-

 4. In terms of theory, the definitive state-
 ment remains "The Reciprocal Fear of Sur-
 prise Attack," in Thomas C. Shelling, The
 Strategy of Conflict (New York: Oxford Uni-
 versity Press, 1963, 1960), ch. 9.
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 ities that officials in some NNWS
 would feel they could exploit in
 order to extort beneficial changes in
 their environments. The central
 question for this article is how, if
 at all, arms control instrumentalities
 might function (a) to reduce the
 risk of the occurrence of war, and
 (b) (scarcely less important in the
 context of this discussion) to reduce
 the likely damage should war occur.

 SOME TECHNICAL STABILITY
 ISSUES

 It may be argued that wars tend
 to occur, when they do, for political
 rather than military-technical rea-
 sons5 and that measures enhancing
 the technical stability of the stra-
 tegic environment are not all that
 helpful in reducing the risk of war.
 Nevertheless, arms controllers have,
 perhaps for "lack of a better hoss,"
 paid considerable attention to them.

 Nuclear disarmament, a special
 case of arms control, is unlikely to
 have a widespread appeal intended
 to restore stability to a precariously
 balanced world. The nuclear genie
 could not be put back in the bottle:
 disarmament would merely replace
 fears of immediate hostile nuclear
 use in a crisis with fears of hostile

 nuclear use following a period of
 nuclear mobilization (not to mention
 the suspicion that would be preva-
 lent concerning concealed weap-
 ons).

 The acceptability to NNWS of
 many of the arms control measures
 aimed at improving stability which
 are voiced by Western (and Soviet)
 commentators and officials would be
 a function of technical competence
 and economic strength rather than
 intellectual absorption. Almost re-

 5. See Colin S. Gray, "New Weapons and
 the Resort to Force," International Journal,
 vol. 30 (Spring 1975), pp. 238-58.

 gardless of the blend of motives
 that moved a state into the column
 of nuclear-weapon powers, there is
 unlikely to be much local op-
 position to the ideas that (a) secure
 second-strike forces are preferable
 to vulnerable first-strike (only)
 forces; (b) a flexible war plan is
 preferable to an inflexible one; or
 that (c) nuclear weapons should
 be protected against seizure by un-
 authorized groups. The problem for
 the transnational arms control com-

 munity is less one of education than
 one of ensuring technical feasibility.
 The first purpose of arms control, to
 reduce the risk of war, might be
 served were NNWS to be granted
 access to the technology that dimin-
 ishes vulnerability to a first strike.

 Unfortunately, NNWS that
 achieved a security in second-strike
 potential would, almost by defini-
 tion, pose a far more serious latent
 threat to the interests of major
 nuclear-weapon states than would
 NNWS that did not. But even if
 major powers did not ease NNWS
 acquisition of launch vehicles that
 could be protected by hardening
 or mobility, they could certainly
 vastly improve strategic and tactical
 warning time of attack. The pro-
 vision of data from satellites and

 high-altitude aircraft overflights
 would be a conveniently private
 way in which the quantity and
 quality of the strategic response
 of an NNWS could be upgraded.
 However, any NNWS that came to
 rely upon Soviet or American in-
 telligence of this kind would have
 slipped (back) into a form of stra-
 tegic dependence-and the super-
 powers themselves might deem
 such technical assistance to be too
 committing.

 Scarcely less important to many
 NNWS than the problem of ensuring
 some second-strike capability will
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 be the need to protect nuclear
 weapons against unauthorized sei-
 zure and use. Nuclear weapon safety
 is probably the least controversial,
 and arguably is the most important,
 field for arms control effort in a
 nuclear-armed world. Whereas most
 arms control subjects (force level
 reductions, qualitative constraints,
 rules of engagement) will be
 thwarted, substantially, by the oper-
 ation of the arms control paradox-
 the political hostility that makes
 arms control necessary, also makes
 it very difficult to accomplish-
 questions of weapons' safety are
 virtually (but not totally) nonpolit-
 ical. If NNWS do not avail them-
 selves of the technical knowledge
 and experience available from some
 existing nuclear-weapon states, they
 will face an unpleasant dilemma.

 Force survival must rest upon an
 instant readiness to strike-there
 will be little prospect of riding out
 a surprise attack. But, instant readi-
 ness implies that nuclear weapons
 are co-located, fully assembled, with
 their means of delivery. For coun-
 tries with a stable domestic order
 and, possibly, a long (or, at least,
 very firm) tradition of apolitical
 armed forces, there is no problem.
 But a nuclear-armed world is going
 to see the emergence of nuclear-
 weapon states wherein the chief
 executives will believe, probably
 with good reason, that the only safe
 place for their countries' nuclear
 weapons is in the basements of their
 presidential palaces.6 Consideration
 of deterrent efficacy and protection
 against seizure will be severely at
 odds.

 6. See Lewis A. Dunn, Military Politics,
 Nuclear Proliferation, and the Nuclear Coup
 d'Etat (Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Hudson
 Institute, H1-2392/2-P, 20 April 1976).

 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND
 STRATEGIC COMPETENCE

 It should be apparent from the
 above discussion that the transfer
 of technical data on, for example,
 permissive action link (PAL) tech-
 nology, need not be an unmitigated
 blessing for the international com-
 munity. In the absence of PAL-
 type safety systems, an NNWS might
 be compelled to keep its nuclear
 weapon components well separated
 and disassembled-for fear of un-

 authorized military or terrorist sei-
 zure. Similarly, though more gen-
 erally, it is not self-evident that the
 major nuclear powers should look
 with favor upon technically stable
 local nuclear-weapon balances
 (heretical though this thought may
 appear at first glance). Vulnerable
 first-strike nuclear forces are likely
 to be scarcely less vulnerable to
 conventional than to nuclear sur-

 prise attack. Both local damage and
 the probability of the involvement
 of outside nuclear-armed powers
 would likely be greater, were each
 side to possess secure second-
 strike forces.7 With a technically
 unstable balance between first-

 strike forces, it is much more likely
 than not that (a) one side will
 win a clear victory in a brief span
 of time, and (b) if nuclear weapons
 are used at all, their principal tar-
 gets will be of a military character.
 Naturally, no military force has in-
 herently first- or second-strike char-
 acteristics: those characteristics de-
 rive from an assessment of the

 probable weight and quality of the
 threat.

 If a potential NNWS was confident
 that, following construction of a

 7. But, and it is a substantial but, coun-
 tries with secure second-strike forces should
 not wage nuclear war against each other.
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 fairly minimal nuclear strike force,
 one or more well-established nu-
 clear-weapon states would provide
 technical assistance of many vari-
 eties designed both to ensure
 weapon safety and to ease the path to
 a secure second-strike capability,
 the attractions of nuclear-weapon
 status should be more difficult to re-
 sist. The policy dilemma for a coun-
 try such as the United States is
 clearly predictable. A very general
 policy of technical assistance,
 widely appreciated to be in force,
 would be folly. Some potential
 NNWS may seek nuclear weapons
 quite regardless of the fact that
 they would have to choose between
 maintaining a ready force and a force
 secure against illegal domestic sei-
 zure. Nonetheless, it is not difficult
 to anticipate contexts wherein many
 potential NNWS see some strong
 (external) security reason for ac-
 quiring nuclear weapons, but are
 strongly discouraged by the thought
 that dissident generals might seize
 them or that their first-strike char-
 acter would impose a very unat-
 tractive rigidity upon policy in time
 of crisis.

 The considerations raised and ar-
 gued above may seem to have an air
 of unreality about them, in 1976,
 but in a nuclear-armed world they
 would be of major importance. Most
 of the nuclear strike forces in the
 column of 20-plus nuclear-weapon
 states would be small, prone to un-
 authorized seizure and use, and vul-
 nerable to surprise attack. To render
 nuclear use less likely, a primary
 aim of arms control, the major nu-
 clear powers should consider very
 selective technical assistance. But,
 unless that assistance is very se-
 lective and is hedged about with as
 many restrictions as feasible (given
 the assistance-providing power's in-
 terest in retaining its freedom of

 action in the event of local hostil-
 ities), transition to a world of 30-
 plus nuclear-weapon states would
 be encouraged.

 The design of intrinsically worthy
 arms control regimes for the safer
 regulation of a nuclear-armed world
 is not that difficult an assignment.
 What is difficult is to specify just
 how each particular system of order
 is to be introduced and maintained.

 For a world wherein no power, or
 set of powers, is prepared to act as
 a self-appointed guardian of the
 status quo, arms control can aspire
 to little more than the registration
 and implicit endorsement of (very
 mixed) state intentions. A compre-
 hensive ban on nuclear tests might
 be useful to reduce the confidence

 felt by governments in the military
 efficacy of their nuclear arsenals.
 But, in the absence of fairly pain-
 ful sanctions, those countries most
 vulnerable to the potential impact
 of such a ban could simply, possibly
 with public regret, decline to ac-
 cede.

 NUCLEAR DELIVERY VEHICLES AND
 ARMS LIMITATIONS AGREEMENTS

 The International Institute for
 Strategic Studies (IISS) has pointed
 to the fact that a very large number
 of nuclear-capable jet aircraft (a)
 have been supplied to potential
 NNWS, and (b) will become sur-
 plus in major air forces over the next
 decade.8 However, it would be an
 error to presume that the availability
 of systems such as the F-104 or the
 F-4 means that serious nuclear de-
 livery problems for some NNWS
 would not arise. While F-104s and
 F-4s, Mirage IIIs and (for a later
 generation) Mirage F-ls can deliver

 8. Strategic Survey, 1974 (London: 11SS,
 1975), pp. 37-8.
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 a single standard NATO nuclear
 weapon (of 1960s' vintage), they
 certainly would not be appropriate
 for the delivery of first-generation
 NNWS nuclear weapons (weighing
 6,000 pounds and more). It is rele-
 vant to note that out of the IISS
 list of 13 "nuclear-capable aircraft
 deployed by threshold states," only
 one-the Canberra-has the kind

 of bomb-bay and load carrying po-
 tential that would be needed to de-
 liver a first-generation atomic
 weapon. Major nuclear-weapon states
 cannot deny NNWS access to nu-
 clear-capable delivery vehicles, but
 they can retard (for a few years,
 at most) the acquisition of delivery
 vehicles that match the "state of the
 art" of NNWS nuclear weapons de-
 sign.

 Two conclusions are appropriate
 concerning the merits of an attempt
 to help manage the risks in a nu-
 clear-armed world by means of im-
 peding access to nuclear-capable de-
 livery vehicles. First, with respect to
 the ability to deliver 2,000-3,000
 pound reasonably advanced weap-
 ons, any arms control effort is too
 late (even as of 1976, let alone
 1986 or 1996 or beyond). However,
 by their own unaided efforts-
 which may be an unrealistic as-
 sumption-countries such as Libya,
 Pakistan, Iran, South Korea, Taiwan,
 Argentina, and so forth will not find
 it easy to design weapons that could
 be carried by F-4s, F-5s, F-104s, or
 MIG-21s. Second, given strong
 political determination, even coun-
 tries with little technical infra-

 structure for a nuclear weapons pro-
 gram should be able to design
 nuclear weapons in the 1,000-
 2,000 pound range within a five-
 year period. Overall, there would
 not appear, at present, to be any
 very promising arms control action

 that might be taken with respect to
 nuclear-capable delivery vehicles.

 In principle, the proliferation of
 SALT-like fora and SALT (Strategic
 Arms Limitation Talks) agreements
 involving NNWS could make con-
 structive contributions to political
 and military stability in regions that
 are enduring the early stages of local
 nuclear arms competition. Candi-
 dates for nuclear arms limitation
 attention would be the nuclear strike
 forces of regional rivals-when
 neither party, really, wishes to
 achieve more than a demonstrated
 nuclear-weapon capacity, and a
 capability perceived to be not in-
 ferior to that of the other. It is
 possible that political ambitions may
 grow as a nuclear force takes shape,
 but the economic attractions of an
 arms limitation pact conveniently
 might interdict such a process. Arms
 limitations, essentially to freeze
 strictly nominal capabilities, should
 be eminently negotiable-given the
 absence of military anxieties pointed
 out above. However, it is not diffi-
 cult to see how arms limitation

 agreements could be of negative
 utility between many hostile pairs of
 NNWS. Arms limitation agreements
 of substance would, in all proba-
 bility, tend to freeze the deficien-
 cies of immature nuclear strike
 forces. If strategic offensive forces
 were frozen at low levels of de-
 livery vehicles (or warheads), then
 the premium upon cheating would
 be fairly high. In other words,
 the attractions and value of SALT-
 type agreements between NNWS
 would depend critically upon the
 purposes the individual NNWS saw
 as being served by their nuclear
 forces. For states seeking serious
 military capabilities in their nu-
 clear weapon programs, arms limita-
 tion agreements of a non-cosmetic
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 variety would probably be both non-
 negotiable (for roughly the same
 set of reasons that the Soviet-
 American SALT exercise has failed
 to cut deeply into capabilities or
 program intentions), and undesir-
 able (in that continued unrestricted
 competition should lead the con-
 testants into technically more sur-
 vivable postures).

 If arms limitation agreements be-
 tween NNWS were to be verifiable,
 the contracting parties probably
 would have to have recourse to the
 good offices of those very few
 powers that maintained surveillance
 satellites. As with the provision of
 potential early warning data, such
 dependence would be both demean-
 ing to the local powers concerned
 and entangling for the providers of
 the verification data. To cross the
 boundary of this article's mandate,
 it is worth noting the point that a
 large number of potential NNWS
 probably will not acquire nuclear
 strike forces on the model (though
 much scaled-down) of the super-
 powers, or of Britain, France, and
 China. Instead, with or without nu-
 clear testing, many NNWS will let it
 be known-in very low key-that
 they are in the column of nuclear-
 weapons states, with the weapons
 being accumulated in disassembled
 forms (probably after the pattern of
 Israeli practice in the 1970s). In this
 way, states may benefit from what-
 ever advantages flow from nuclear-
 weapons status, without actually
 having gone nuclear or deployed
 nuclear strike forces in ways which
 might maximally encourage emula-
 tion by neighbors. This tactic-of
 letting the world know that one is,
 say, probably two days away from
 an operational nuclear weapon capa-
 bility-would have local arms race
 implications that have, as yet, been

 unplumbed by social scientists. To
 be politically useful, such a capa-
 bility would have to be adver-
 tised (discreetly), while the secrecy
 as to the size and character of the
 stockpile should fuel worst (or bad)-
 case analysis on the part of rivals;
 but that very secrecy should also
 serve to dampen the force of argu-
 ments for matching responses on the
 part of neighbors.

 By way of summary, a some-
 what agnostic stance would seem to
 be appropriate on the subject of
 arms limitation agreements between
 NNWS. For states seeking simply
 to be recognized as nuclear-weapon
 powers, and as being not inferior
 to their regional rivals, such agree-
 ments could well be attractive and
 might offer ample excuse for the
 eschewal of familiar arms race tac-
 tics. But for states whose political
 cultures and/or security situations
 impose critical military duties upon
 emerging nuclear strike forces, arms
 limitation agreements might prove
 to be a dangerous irrelevance.

 NUCLEAR DEEMPHASIS AND
 NON-NUCLEAR ARMS

 Among the alternative means
 likely to be available for the promo-
 tion of arms control in a nuclear-
 armed world, policies of nuclear
 deemphasis by major nuclear-
 weapon states are probably the least
 likely to succeed. An American no-
 first-use doctrine would not find easy
 acceptance on the part of putative
 adversaries (how could they be
 certain?) while it probably would
 serve to promote much greater inter-
 est in nationally-owned and -con-
 trolled nuclear weapons on the part
 of allies. In short, one probably
 would suffer the worst of both
 worlds. The prospective utility of a
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 no-first-use declaration upon in-
 centives to proliferate, to threaten
 nuclear use, and actually to engage
 in nuclear warfare is not encour-
 aging. It is difficult to see the
 moral force behind such a declara-
 tion when it would be offered by
 a country with an arsenal of nuclear
 weapons probably in excess of
 20,000, and which still saw great
 utility in their deterrent (and even
 defensive) potential. However,
 American adoption of a no-first-
 use doctrine could be interpreted
 as evidence of a secondary con-
 cern (proliferation) dominating a
 primary one (the security of vital
 allies). No-first-use might well rest
 upon many worthy motives, but
 allies could be excused for inter-
 preting it as meaning that the United
 States (for example) would rather
 they were overrun than that a single
 nuclear weapon be used. A policy
 more likely to encourage nuclear
 proliferation among allies and
 friends would be difficult to devise.

 Although nuclear proliferation
 should, with few if any exceptions,
 be discouraged, it is reasonably cer-
 tain that an attempt by the existing
 nuclear-weapon states to deempha-
 size the roles of nuclear weapons
 in their strategies is not a profitable
 path to follow. The whole world
 knows that nuclear weapons are
 important and different, and fairly
 cosmetic attempts to demonstrate
 the contrary are unlikely to find a
 receptive and credulous audience.
 The limited utility of nuclear weap-
 ons in day-by-day diplomacy is
 really beside the point. Some coun-
 tries may feel that in their regional
 security contexts, a nuclear capa-
 bility would forward their political
 ambitions. Also, since the U.S.
 cavalry may not arrive to the rescue
 in time (or, more likely, may not
 even be dispatched), some countries
 will feel that there is no close sub-

 stitute for the locally-controlled
 nuclear weapon as a credible policy
 instrument of last resort (for ex-
 ample, Israel, Taiwan, Pakistan,
 South Korea-perhaps Yugoslavia).

 To discourage proliferation on the
 part of those relatively few states
 which do genuinely face (what they
 see as) total threats to their na-
 tional security, the United States
 needs to emphasize the reliability
 of its nuclear guarantee-even in
 the face of non-nuclear invasion.
 This, admittedly, is not easy to ac-
 complish. As minimal policy advice,
 nuclear weapons should not be de-
 ployed where there is no robust
 intention to use them, in extremis.
 Simple, or even overly simple, as
 it may sound, the most effective
 way to enhance credibility in inter-
 national politics is to say what one
 means, to mean what one says, and
 to have the capability to act. Credi-
 bility is not, and can never be, an
 either/or quality.An American presi-
 dent could state, firmly and without
 elaboration (or qualification), that,
 "if necessary," he would resort to
 nuclear weapons to defend (say)
 South Korea. Skeptics might ques-
 tion the sincerity of such a state-
 ment, but the statement, supported
 by the known presence of nuclear
 weapons in South Korea, would al-
 most certainly be taken at face value
 by potential aggressors against
 South Korea. However, the credi-
 bility of this American commitment
 could be weakened by domestic
 debate in the United States.

 As an arms control device, the
 flow of sophisticated conventional
 weapons might be employed as a
 lever for the discouragement of nu-
 clear proliferation. This idea has
 already attained policy status in a
 very inchoate form, but its limita-
 tions are very severe. First, while a
 truly magnificent non-nuclear de-
 fense should indeed diminish local
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 interest in the uncertain benefits of
 a national nuclear weapons program,
 such a defense should greatly in-
 crease the interest of more (and
 more vulnerable) neighbors in nu-
 clear weapons. Second, unless the
 flow of conventional weapons is
 monitored very carefully, there is a
 very real danger that one would
 be providing the vital military
 infrastructure-not to mention the

 delivery vehicles-for a nuclear
 weapons program. In the unacknow-
 ledged name of nuclear non-pro-
 liferation, the supplier countries of
 non-nuclear weapons might in-
 nocently (or knowingly-with resig-
 nation) provide a diverse arsenal of
 eminently nuclear-capable systems.
 Third, to supply advanced conven-
 tional weapons essentially as a bribe
 designed to appease the prolifera-
 tion impulse is to leave oneself
 open to blackmail. While the United
 States, inter alia, does not favor
 nuclear proliferation, neither does it
 (nor would it) accord non-prolifera-
 tion so high a policy priority that
 it will fuel regional non-nuclear
 arms races around the globe at a
 pace determined by the credibility
 of threats to go nuclear on the part
 of local powers. The possibility of
 judiciously supplying conventional
 military equipment to selected
 countries, with a mind to dampen-
 ing local enthusiasm for nuclear
 weapons, should not totally be dis-
 missed. However, as a major arms
 control instrument, it would appear
 to be fraught with so many hazards
 that it should not be pursued (the
 cure might prove no less harmful
 than the disease).

 ARMS CONTROL POLICY-A
 SENSE OF PROPORTION

 It may appear unkind to say so,
 given the humane motives involved,
 but the beginning of wisdom with

 respect to thinking about arms con-
 trol for a nuclear-armed world is
 to recognize that very little can be
 done that would be politically ac-
 ceptable. So unacceptable is the
 prospect of proliferation that pro-
 liferators, the issuers of nuclear
 threats, and certainly the perpetra-
 tors of nuclear use should be pun-
 ished according to the severity of
 their offense-so the argument
 goes. International society, an op-
 timistic fiction, will be in no posi-
 tion to restrain, let alone punish,
 the users of nuclear weapons in a
 nuclear-armed world. The dominant
 motive should be expected to be
 sauve qui peut. Because of the risks
 involved, and because of the di-
 versity of interests that are pre-
 dictable, behavior in a nuclear-
 armed world will not be restrained
 in anticipation of the operation of a
 primitive nuclear collective secu-
 rity system. Collective security does
 not work in a politically-divided
 world-and would not work even in
 the event of nuclear use by a minor
 power.9

 The first instance of nuclear use

 in war since 1945 will undoubtedly
 have an effect upon international
 behavior- but that effect will proba-
 bly amount in sum to an acceler-
 ation of trends that were already
 clearly in evidence. It is appealing
 to speculate that a nuclear war
 confined to the Middle East or South

 Asia would function as did the light
 on the road to Damascus, whereafter
 all things become possible; but a
 more somber prediction is in order.
 It is more likely than not that a
 local nuclear war would be won by
 the initiator of nuclear use. Despite
 the near-universal disapproval that
 would follow actual nuclear use,

 9. See the discussion in Colin S. Gray,
 Strategic Doctrine for a Proliferated World
 (Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Hudson Institute,
 HI-2490-DP, 23 August 1976).
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 such use by a state, if it were in
 extremis, would be justifiable and
 would not lack for apologists abroad.
 After all, the NATO countries plan
 on employing nuclear weapons if
 they deem such use necessary-
 so why not South Korea, Israel,
 Taiwan, Pakistan, and others? In the
 event, it is predictable that official
 condemnations of nuclear use would

 be very closely associated with state
 political interests.

 A quasi-arms control device which
 periodically attracts interest with re-
 spect to behavior in a nuclear-
 armed world, is the nuclear guar-
 antee. Although much of this article
 has been phrased in a rather tenta-
 tive way, hedged about with quali-
 fications, on the subject of nuclear
 guarantees a more categorical form
 of expression is called for. Just as
 no state will accept responsibility
 for the genuinely independent nu-
 clear decisions of another, so no
 state will accept responsibility for
 the defense of another that is threat-
 ened with nuclear use, unless vital
 national interests are believed to be
 at stake. Moreover, in a nuclear-
 armed world, the scope of vital (that
 is, worth fighting for) national in-
 terests is likely to shrink quite
 noticeably. Certainly no state will
 stand as nuclear guarantor on behalf
 of non-nuclear states threatened by
 nuclear-armed-neighbors-on a
 point of principle or in defense of
 a general rule of order for a pro-
 liferated world.

 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS: MAINLY
 SHADOWS, SOME LIGHT

 Arms control in a nuclear-armed
 world is a vast and fortunately totally
 speculative field of inquiry. By way
 of a terse conclusion and as one

 set of pointers to debate and future
 research, the following brief state-
 ments are offered:

 1. Even in a nuclear-armed world,
 it will still be worthwhile to attempt
 to interdict putative nuclear prolifer-
 ation chains.

 2. Nuclear disarmament will not
 be of interest to NNWS, just as mea-
 sures of substantial arms reduction
 lack appeal to American, NATO-
 European, and Soviet officials in the
 contexts of SALT and Mutual Bal-
 anced Force Reductions (MBFR).

 3. Nuclear weapons safety must
 be a matter of major international
 arms control concern. But the argu-
 ments for improving the safety fea-
 tures of the nuclear weapons of
 NNWS will be offset, in minor key,
 by the considerations that the ready
 provision of technical assistance in
 this area may (a) render existing
 nuclear forces more immediately
 usable, and (b) remove an important
 argument in some candidate NNWS
 against nuclear proliferation.

 4. To attempt to preempt regional
 nuclear arms competition by means
 of fueling regional conventional
 arms competition will be a policy
 of very, very restricted utility.

 5. Attempts at nuclear deempha-
 sis through the careful manipula-
 tion of declaratory policy will not
 work: if anything, such endeavors
 will encourage rather than dis-
 courage proliferation.

 6. General nuclear guarantees of-
 fered in defense of any and all
 non-nuclear states threatened by
 nuclear-armed neighbors would be
 lacking in credibility, for excellent
 reasons.

 7. Regional nuclear wars almost
 certainly will occur. For reasons of
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 prudence, fear, and plain selfishness
 (that is, one does not take needless
 risks on behalf of others), such wars
 need not, and should not, mean the
 end of human history.

 8. Attempts to discourage further
 proliferation, or to limit the utility
 of nuclear weapon stockpiles, by
 means of restricting access to nu-
 clear-capable delivery vehicles are
 very likely to fail. There has been,
 and will be much further, a de-
 mocratization in understanding of
 nuclear weapons design, such that
 NNWS should progress from nom-
 inal weapons weighing 6,000 pounds
 and more down to weapons of 1,000-

 2,000 pounds in a very few years of
 development.

 9. The mere fact of a nuclear-
 armed world will not prompt drastic
 changes in international behavior,
 any more than it will in the forms
 of political organization. However,
 the evidence of the consequences of
 nuclear use could be a very different
 matter. Sad to predict, the first gen-
 uine opportunity for a nonmarginal
 change for the better in the ways
 in which human beings provide for
 their security will occur not as a
 consequence of the emergence of a
 nuclear-armed world, but rather as a
 consequence of nuclear war.
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